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Abstract—In the greater context of computer security, hardware security issues such as integrated circuit counterfeiting,
cloning, reverse engineering and piracy have emerged as critical
issues due in part to an increasingly globalized supply chain.
To help combat hardware security vulnerabilities, a wide range
of security primitives have emerged in recent years. A popular
example are physical unclonable functions (PUFs) which leverage
process variations to provide unique signatures or fingerprints
that can be used for authentication or secret key generation.
Nanoelectronic technologies, such as the memristor technologies
considered here, provide an excellent opportunity to engineer
dense, energy-efficient PUF circuits with desirable statistical
properties. Here we specifically focus on the design considerations
of a memristive crossbar based PUF that generates response
bits as a function of variable memristor switching time. In
addition to describing the operation of the crossbar PUF, we also
consider its resilience to two specific machine learning attacks,
specifically through the use of linear regression and support
vector machines. Two circuit design modifications for the crossbar
PUF are provided to improve the resilience to machine learning
attacks: XORing of response bits and internal column swapping.
We show that the design modifications lead to a reduction in
the likelihood of successful attack to about 50% (near ideal)
even given 5,000 iterations for the attack itself. We also provide
power estimates and performance considerations for the crossbar
PUF based on three specific memristive material stacks: hafniumoxide, tantalum-oxide and titanium-oxide.
Index Terms—Physically unclonable function, PUF, memristor PUF, machine learning attack, modeling attack, memristor,
RRAM, ReRAM, transition metal-oxide, emerging nanotechnology, hardware security.

I. I NTRODUCTION

P

HYSICAL unclonable functions (PUF) are promising
security primitives useful for a number of security applications including integrated circuit (IC) piracy, cloning, and
counterfeiting [1], [2]. A PUF can produce a variety of unique
outputs when implemented on different devices corresponding
to the same given input. The input and output of a PUF are
also known as the challenge and response, respectively. PUFs
implemented on different chips provide unique challengeresponse combinations which can be used as the authenticating
signatures for that chip. The PUF concept usually relies on
exploiting random and uncontrollable physical entropy sources
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in a device that makes the response unique over various
implementations [1].
Depending on the source of entropy, PUFs can be classified
into two major types: i) delay based and ii) memory based.
SRAM [3], memristor PUF (memristor as a memory element)
[4], [5], STT MRAM PUF [6] are some examples of memory based PUF which leverage the uncertainty in the initial
contents of a memory on start up. On the other hand, a delay
based PUF utilizes path delay variations for generating unique
challenge-response pairs (CRP).
As technologies continue to scale, the need has arisen
for increasingly lightweight PUFs that leverage nano-scale
components for lower area utilization and improved energy
efficiency. Memristor based PUFs have been proposed as nanoscale security primitives. We use the word ‘memristor’ to mean
RRAM, ReRAM or transition metal-oxide devices. Several
works that focus on memristor-based PUF and memristor
characteristics are presented in [7]–[13]. In a previous work,
we presented a PUF designed using a dense crossbar array
of memristors, the memristive crossbar PUF (XbarPUF) [14],
[15]. The XbarPUF leverages the relative write-times of pairs
of memristor-based circuits and thus does not require control
of the specific minimum write-time of the devices. The crossbar is a very regular architecture that allows for a lightweight
implementation of a PUF using nano-scale memristors.
Any PUF is potentially vulnerable to machine learning
based modeling attacks [16]–[19]. Specifically, an adversary
can collect a subset of all the challenge-response pairs of
a PUF and can build a numerical model using a machine
learning algorithm to predict the binary outcome of the response bit(s). Rühmair et al. showed in [16] that an arbiter
PUF (APUF) [20] and its variants could be broken with more
than 99% accuracy using algorithms like logistic regression
and evolution strategies. While different variants of APUF
could take more time to train, they are still breakable with an
increased number of CRPs. In this work, we have collected a
small subset of all possible CRPs of an XbarPUF and developed algorithms to perform machine learning based modeling
attacks. Our implemented attack model is also found to be
roughly 99% successful in predicting an XbarPUF outcome,
although the modified XbarPUF architecture shows resistance
against the same attack model with accuracy being around
50-60% only.
The contributions of this work include: (1) development
of novel high level behavioral models of a memristor and
an XbarPUF; (2) development of machine learning based
attack models using logistic regression (LR) and support
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vector machines (SVM); (3) evaluation of the robustness of
XbarPUF against LR and SVM; (4) techniques for modifying
the XbarPUF to improve resiliency against machine learning;
(5) static power consumption estimates given the techniques
considered.
We present some background on memristor and previous
memristor XbarPUF works in section II-A and II-B. PUF
resiliency against modeling attacks and the motivation behind
this work are discussed in section II-C. Section III-A1 and
III-A2 describe the development and verification of highlevel behavioral models for memristors and XbarPUF. The
two machine learning algorithms or models used in this work
are described briefly in section III-B1 and III-B2. Section IV
presents the robust modified XbarPUF architecture. Details for
the experimental setup for this work are presented in section
V while section VI contains results and detailed analyses.
Finally, directions for future work and concluding remarks are
presented in section VII.

range of possible device behaviors reported in the litereature.
These are not the only possible representative parameter values
for the corresponding materials. Device behavior will vary
according to several physical characteristics not considered in
detail here, including thickness, impurity concentrations, and
interfacial properties of the electrodes, to name a few. Here
we focus our attention on behavioral parameters in order to
consider circuit-level performance across a range of potential
memristive devices.
TABLE I
S WITCHING PARAMETERS FOR M ETAL -OXIDE M EMRISTORS

```
`` Devices HfOx
Parameter ````
(mean)
HRS
LRS
Vtp
Vtn
tswp
tswn

[15]
300KΩ
30KΩ
0.7V
-1.0V
10ns
1µs

TaOx

TiOx

Parameter

[24]
10k
2k
0.5V
0.5V
105ps
120ps

[23]
2M
500k
0.5V
0.5V
10ns
10ns

variance
±20%
±10%
±10%
±10%
±5%
±5%

II. BACKGROUND
A. Memristor
CMOS has been the dominant integrated circuit technology
for the last few decades. Performance improvement by scaling
device parameters is the most notable part of this technology.
As the feature size of CMOS technology has almost reached
its limit, researchers are diving into alternative emerging nanodevices. The memristor is one of the more intriguing nanodevices under exploration for a large number of potential uses.
Chua first introduced the term memristor in 1971 by describing it as the fourth fundamental electrical component [21].
Devices fabricated by HP Labs were later demonstrated to
be memristors in 2008 [22]. A memristor is a two terminal
electrical device whose instantaneous resistance is dependent
on its previous history. In a bipolar memristor, resistance can
be switched between a high resistance state (HRS) and low
resistance state (LRS) by applying an appropriate bias voltage.
Switching also requires that the bias voltage be applied above
a particular threshold level for at least some minimum amount
of time. Threshold voltages and switching times could be
different for HRS to LRS and LRS to HRS switching and
are referred to as positive threshold voltage (Vtp ), positive
switching time (tswp ), negative threshold voltage (Vtn ), and
negative switching time (tswn ), respectively.
Memristor device characteristics are highly material and
fabrication process dependent. Even memristors built with the
same materials show significant variations in their switching
characteristics due to process variations. Besides inter-die
variations, a single memristor also shows variations from
one switching cycle to another due to aging and other environmental disturbances. A number of materials have been
proposed so far for memristive applications. In this paper, we
have considered three different metal-oxide memristors: HfOx ,
TiOx amd TaOx [15], [23], [24]. The parameter values used
for our models of these representative memristive devices are
listed in Table I.
It is important to note that the values in Table I are representative for each memristor device type based on a very wide

Nanoscale devices such as memristors often exhibit relatively high process variations contributing to die-to-die variations. This translates into large variation in device parameters
[25], [26], [27]. The parameter variances assumed for the
simulations in this work are listed in the rightmost column of
Table I. These are actually worst case variations that we found
for stable memristor devices noted in literature. Because of
these high (and uncontrolled) die-to-die variations, memristors
have high potential to be used in PUF circuits. Moreover,
memristors have cycle-to-cycle variations too, resulting in
different device parameters just for a single device. For this
experiment, we have considered a flat 2% cycle-to-cycle
variation for all memristor parameters listed in Table I.
B. XbarPUF (Crossbar PUF)
A memristive crossbar PUF or the XbarPUF is a 2-D
crossbar array of memristors originally proposed in [14] to
be implemented as a strong PUF with potentially arbitrary
number of challenge-response pairs derived from high variability in memristor device parameters. It was shown to be
very light-weight in terms of both area and energy. A version
based on the XORing of response bits was also presented in
[15] where it was shown to improve reliability and robustness.
Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the XORed XbarPUF.
There are three different phases of operation for an
XbarPUF. First is RESET, during which a negative write
voltage, Vwr , less than its negative threshold voltage, Vtn is
applied across each memristor for a sufficient amount of time
to ensure that each memristor resets to their high resistance
state (HRS). Second is the CHALLENGE cycle, depending on
the challenge bit, either a high or zero voltage is applied to
each row for a certain period of time. With a positive voltage
greater than a memristors’s positive threshold voltage (Vtp ),
a corresponding memristor starts to set to a low resistance
state or LRS. Due to process variations, there would be
switching time mismatches and resistance mismatches among
the memristors which would give rise to different voltages at
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a N × M XORed crossbar-memristive PUF (crossbar architecture and peripheral read-write circuit) [15].

the load connected at the end of each crossbar column. In the
READ phase, a small positive read voltage, Vrd is applied and
the load voltage between two adjacent columns are compared
to generate the final response.
The modified XbarPUF described in [15] performs XOR
operations on pairs of response bits to generate one response
bit for each pair. This slightly increases the area and energy
consumption of the PUF in terms of number of response bits
but also increases the non-linearity of XbarPUF operation. Increased non-linearity improves the robustness against machine
learning based modeling attack, as explored in this paper.
C. Motivation
As stated, a PUF response results from a complex function
dependent on internal process variations inherent to specific
chip implementations. Therefore, it is very difficult and time
consuming to predict a PUF response based only on the
challenges provided. However, if the internal functionality of
a PUF is not complex enough, then using a machine learning
approach such as any classification algorithm, it is possible
to model a PUF and predict the response with high accuracy.
In [16], a modeling attack on an arbiter PUF was shown to
achieve 99% accuracy with sufficient CRPs. A modified APUF
with XORing, although requiring a higher number of CRPs,
was also shown to be modeled very accurately. High modeling
accuracy was achieved for an APUF due in part to the fact that
an APUF can be expressed with a linear additive delay model

and a linear classifier can be used for modeling purposes.
Since a PUF response is binary, individual PUF responses
can be modeled with a binary classifier. XbarPUF is very
similar in behavior to the APUF, because like APUF, XbarPUF
also consists of a number of delay elements, implemented by
leveraging the memristors’ switching rates. Thus, it is also
expected that XbarPUF would be vulnerable against these
machine learning based modeling attacks. Two of the most
commonly used machine learning algorithms for classification
purposes are logistic regression and support vector machine.
Logistic regression is based on regression analysis and can be
used as a linear binary classifier. It is widely used and very fast
in nature. SVM is also very common for classification applications. The main objective of using SVM here is to classify
non-linearly separable data more accurately by tweaking the
SVM algorithm easily with different kernels.
We have created an equivalent behavioral model of a
memristor and XbarPUF in MATLAB. It is much faster to
simulate a high level behavioral model than simulating a large
circuit at the transistor-level. Therefore, it’s easy to construct
large crossbar arrays and generate responses. However, it
is essential that our MATLAB model imitates the actual
transistor-level (Cadence Spectre) model accurately. Therefore,
we have verified our MATLAB model by simulating several
different circuits in Cadence to compare their performance and
verifying that they behave similarly. In our previous work [15],
the memristor crossbar size was only 4×2. It is impractical
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Fig. 2. Simulated IV characteristics of a metal-oxide (HfOx ) memristor for
200 set/reset cycles for a 100kHz clock.

to use such a small circuit for any kind of machine learning
based modeling attacks as the total number of possible inputs
is only 24 = 16. Therefore, we have used XbarPUFs with larger
numbers of CRPs so that only a small subset of all possible
combinations of CRPs are used in our experiments.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Development of High Level MATLAB Models
1) High Level Memristor Model: In prior work demonstrating the XbarPUF [15], we have used a Verilog-A model for
a hafnium-oxide memristor adapted from a model presented
first in [28]. For this work, we have also created an equivalent
high level model of a memristor to use in MATLAB based
simulations. At each simulation time step, memristance at the
next step is calculated from the memristor’s current state based
on the time duration and magnitude of an applied voltage
bias. Details of this switching operation can be found in [15].
As mentioned before, there are six primary parameters in our
memristor model, specifically: HRS, LRS, Vtp , Vtn , tswp , and
tswn . As necessary, parameter values are recalculated on each
iteration using their mean and cycle-to-cycle variations for any
particular memristor. Fig. 2 shows the IV characteristics of a
memristor for 200 set and reset cycles. All parameter values
are allowed to vary from one cycle to another, even for a single
memristor. The various hysteresis loops in Fig. 2 demonstrate
cycle-to-cycle variations for a single modeled device.
The choice of clock frequency is very important for reliable
set and reset operations for any particular memristor. If the
clock time period is less than either the set or reset switching
time, then the memristor is not able to switch to HRS or LRS
completely in that cycle and would be in an intermediate state.
This relationship with increasing frequency, or decreasing time
period is shown in Fig. 3. With increasing frequency, the
hysteresis loop tends to be narrower indicating the memristor
is not fully set to LRS or reset to HRS. In this particular
example, the maximum of the two switching times is 1µs.
Therefore, if the frequency is greater than 1/1µs or 1MHz, a
smooth curve is observed in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Impact of frequency on the memristor IV characteristics.

2) High Level XbarPUF Model: The memristor crossbar
PUF circuit consists of two main components, a memristor
crossbar array and peripheral read-write circuit. A crossbar
is simply a 2-D array with memristors at each crosspoint.
A matrix of size row×col is created where each component
is represented with a memristor ‘class’ in MATLAB. Using
respective means and standard deviations for all the memristor
parameters, and assuming a Gaussian distribution function,
each memristor is assigned to different random initial values
for its parameters. This is the step where die-to-die variations
of memristors are mimicked in the simulation.
As mentioned, three phases of operations are performed on
the memristor crossbar. A vector with its length equal to the
number of rows in the crossbar is created to represent the
voltage applied to each row. During RESET, all these voltages
are equal to -Vwr . Each memristor is reset to HRS and,
therefore, the effective memristance across an entire column is
at its maximum value. The load resistance is chosen such that
it has minimum drop during this reset period and maximum
drop during the challenge. During the CHALLENGE phase,
either a positive Vwr or zero voltage is applied to each row
depending on the state of the corresponding challenge bit. If
the challenge bit is high, then memristors in that row start to
set toward LRS and the voltage drop across the load starts to
increase. Otherwise, any corresponding memristor is kept at
HRS since the applied voltage is 0V. In the READ phase, all
the memristors in a column are in parallel with the applied
voltage Vrd . This effective column memristance is in series
with the column’s corresponding load and a simple voltage
divider determines the load voltage. The load voltage from
two side-by-side columns are compared to generate a response
with ‘0’ for one column and ‘1’ for the other. Which column
first hits the ‘1’ state determines the column that “wins” the
race, thus generating the corresponding response bit. For an
XORed XbarPUF, two response bits (generated from 2 column
pairs) are logically XORed to determine one final bit.
B. Employed Machine Learning Attack Models
1) Logistic Regression (LR) Model with Gradient Descent:
Logistic regression [29] is a statistical method for analyzing

X = [1, C1 , C2 , . . . , Cm , Cx1 , Cx2 , Cx3 ]

(1)

Θ(C) = [Θ0 , Θ1 , Θ2 , . . . , Θm , Θx1 , Θx2 , Θx3 ]T

(2)

hΘ (X) = sigmoid(ΘT X) =

1
1 + e−ΘT X

(
1, if hΘ (X) ≥ 0.5
R=
0, otherwise

(3)

(4)

Thus, hΘ (X) = 0.5 or equivalently ΘT X = 0 is the separating
hyperplane for classification. More features could be created
using the inner-products of existing features. However, we are
using LR model as a linear classifier or linear attack model
due to its fast convergence time with less memory requirement
and, therefore, we have tried to keep the model simple.
The cost or error of a single data point is defined as:
(
− log (hθ (x)),
if y = 1
Cost(hθ (x), y) =
.
(5)
− log (1 − hθ (x)), if y = 0
An important characteristic of this logarithmic cost function
is that it gives zero error when LR performs classification
correctly, but produces a very high cost when there is a
classification error. The shape of this cost function is also
either monotonically increasing or decreasing on one side of
the global minimum, thus avoiding any local minima.
The total cost of the classifier is just the sum of errors for
each data point and is defined as:
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a dataset and predicting a dichotomous outcome. Thus, it
does the job of a binary classification algorithm but is more
similar to a regression model. It analyzes a data set and
assigns a probability to each data-point from which one of
the two classes it belongs using a logit or signum function. It
is particularly powerful for classifying data with a relatively
small feature set and is very popular due to fast convergence
and an easy-to-implement algorithm.
Gradient descent is often used with logistic regression to
minimize errors in each iteration. Gradient descent is an
iterative algorithm which helps find local minima of a function
by taking steps proportional to the negative gradient at each
iteration. In our experiment, we have developed a custom
implementation of LR along with gradient descent as cost
minimization function.
In our LR algorithm, we have set the number of features
to be the same as the number of challenge bits plus one extra
feature as bias. Initially, the weight of each feature is set to
zero. It then works on the training dataset and assigns a ‘0’
or ‘1’ to each data point. For an m × n XbarPUF, we select
feature set size of k = m + 1, where ‘m’ features representing
‘m’ challenges, and 1 for bias. Therefore, the feature vector, Θ
would be a function of m-bit challenge C. As in LR algorithm,
we use sigmoid function (hΘ (X)) to evaluate the probability
of each data point belonging to one of two classes. Equations
1-4 describe all relationships in this method. (X,y) denotes a
single data-point, i.e. a challenge-response pair. The constant
1 at the beginning of X is the bias term.

Cross-validation error (%)
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Kernel
Fig. 4. Results of cross-validation of training data for different kernel
functions of SVM.

J(θ) =

k
1X
Cost(hθ (x(i) , y (i) ))
k i=1

(6)

where k = total number of features.
Minimization of this cost function J(θ) is then achieved
by the gradient descent algorithm. On each iteration, all the
feature parameters θj are simultaneously updated using this
equation:
∂
θj := θj − α J(θ)
(7)
∂j
This is done by partially differentiating the cost function for
each θj to update their values, thereby achieving the direction
for global minima of cost function. In this way, the gradient
descent algorithm converges to a solution very fast.
2) Support Vector Machine (SVM): A support vector machine or SVM [30] is a supervised learning algorithm primarily
used for classification. SVM attempts to find separating hyperplanes as decision boundaries to classify data into multiple
sets. For example, a 2-D data set could be classified with
a straight line, a 3-D data set with a plane and so on.
However, using a kernel trick, different decision boundaries
can be specified for data where the two classes are not linearly
separable.
For this work, we have utilized the machine learning toolbox from MATLAB [31]. We have experimented with five
different kernel functions, namely, Gaussian or RBF (radial
basis function), linear, sigmoid and polynonimal kernel with
order 2 and order 3. We have used a dataset containing 5000
data points or CRPs generated from the modified and robust
XbarPUF architectures. Two-thirds of this dataset is used for
training. To determine and choose the best kernel function we
have worked with the training dataset separately. Specifically,
we have divided up the training dataset into ten sets to perform
k-fold cross-validation. Cross-validation with each kernel is
iterated many times providing the results shown in Fig. 4.
The cross-validation error rate is found to be similar for the
RBF, poly2 and poly3 kernels. Fig. 4 also shows the average
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TABLE II
C OLUMN SWAPPING LOGIC IMPLEMENTED IN THIS DEMONSTRATION
S1
0
0
1
1

S0
0
1
0
1

y3
x3
x3
x2
x2

y2
x2
x2
x3
x3

y1
x1
x0
x1
x0

y0
x0
x1
x0
x1

S2
0
1

z3
y3
y1

z2
y2
y0

z1
y1
y3

z0
y0
y2

Fig. 5. An implementation of column swapping circuit.

elapsed time for one run of cross-validation for each kernel.
Since RBF has much lower training time than poly2 and poly3
with accuracy being almost the same, we have chosen the RBF
kernel for the rest of our experiment.
The main purpose of using SVM in our analysis is to determine how the XbarPUF model holds up against a non-linear
classifier, especially when non-linear features such as XORing
and column-swapping are added to the XbarPUF. Although, as
expected, SVM with a non-linear decision boundary is slower
than a linear classifier such as LR, SVM performs better for the
modified XbarPUF architecture. It is also important to mention
that we have used already implemented SVM functions from
the machine learning toolbox of MATLAB, unlike LR where
we developed custom implementations.
IV. M ODIFICATION OF X BAR PUF A RCHITECTURE TO
M ITIGATE M ACHINE L EARNING BASED ATTACKS
The XOR operation introduces additional non-linearity in a
XbarPUF and thus, is assumed to improve robustness against
machine learning attacks. This is found to be partially correct as described in later sections of this paper. However,
it is also found that a machine learning algorithm with a
carefully chosen non-linear decision boundary can help make
accurate predictions when presented with a large number of
CRPs. Therefore, we introduce a second method for adding
further non-linearity to the XbarPUF. Specifically, a ‘column
swapping’ or ‘column shuffling’ circuit can be added which
connects any one of four upper crossbar columns to any of
the four lower columns, such that each column is broken and
recombined. The implemented shuffling logic is provided in
Table II.
To ensure that any delay difference arising from the swapping or shuffling operation is minimal, we have used only
a subset of all possible combinations of 24 = 16. It is also
essential that the delay for each path be the same such that
this operation does not add any bias to the XbarPUF and the
memristors remain the primary sources of entropy. Keeping
these requirements in mind, we have implemented the column
swapping operation as shown in Table II. A specific logic
implementation using multiplexers is also shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6. XbarPUF with the inclusion of column swapping logic.

Three extra challenge bits are used as selectors for this column
swapping circuit. Assuming a M ×N crossbar in terms of
rows and columns, a total of N/4 different column swapping
circuit blocks would be required. The same three selector
bits can be used or different bits can be used for different
blocks as well as shown in Fig. 6. Increasing the number of
challenge bits, in this case adding bits that do not control
the memristance directly, also increases the complexity of
the learning or modeling algorithm. In this demonstration,
however, the crossbar has four columns and only one swapping
circuit and overall three additional challenge bits are used.
V. E XPERIMENTAL SETUP
For this work, we have assumed a crossbar size of 32×2
in terms of challenge-response pairs, containing a total of
64×8 memristors. The purpose of this experiment is to collect
a small subset of all the possible input combinations and
use that small subset to perform a modeling attack on the
XbarPUF. For most of the experiment, we have applied 5000
random challenges (out of possible 232 ) and collected the 2bit response for the XbarPUF without XORing and the 1bit response for the XORed XbarPUF. The write and read
voltages and clock frequency are chosen according to the
specific parameter values of particular memristor considered.
As an example, for a memristor with threshold voltages of
0.7V and -1V, we chose the write and read voltages to be
1.3V and 0.6V, respectively. For a set or reset switching time
of 1µs, the clock period is chosen such that several cycles are
needed for a memristor to switch from HRS to LRS or LRS
to HRS, respectively.
Each set of memristor parameters is generated from a
normal distribution using the same set of mean and variance
for all devices. Afterward, a random challenge is applied
and the response is generated for all four different types
of XbarPUF: basic XbarPUF (no mitigation), XbarPUF with
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Fig. 7. Modeling accuracy of LR vs. the size of dataset.

Fig. 8. Modeling accuracy of SVM vs. the size of dataset.

TABLE III
R ESULTS FROM L OGISTIC R EGRESSION BASED M ODELING ATTACK
XbarPUF
No XORing or column
swapping
XORing only
Column swapping only
Both column swapping
and XORing

2000

Training accuracy (%)
99.7

Testing accuracy (%)
99.0

77.0
65.6
54

77.4
65.5
49

column swapping only, with XORing only and with both
column swapping and XORing. As an example, for a columnswapping only XbarPUF, the size of the dataset would be
5000×37, where 37 = 32 challenge bits + 3 selector bits
for column swapping logic + 2 response bits. Two-thirds of
the dataset points are used for training while the remainder
are used for testing. Logistic regression has the same number
of features as the number of challenges with one additional
feature as the bias. The SVM model uses the same number
of features as the number of data points. By applying a
kernel trick, the SVM model was fitted to represent non-linear
datasets more accurately. In this experiment, we choose the
RBF or radial basis function kernel as discussed earlier.
VI. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
The results from the logistic regression based modeling
attack using 5000 data-points are shown in Table III. It is
evident from the table that the basic memristor XbarPUF, that
was first proposed in [14], is very susceptible to machine
learning based modeling attacks. The numbers in the table
show the average modeling accuracy for two response bits.
This result was expected since the XbarPUF has a somewhat
similar behavior as that of an APUF and the APUF was also
shown to be modeled very successfully [16]. The addition
of non-linearity to the XbarPUF architecture does increase
modeling complexity, especially for a linear classifier, as
is clearly indicated in Table III. Specifically, the modeling
accuracy is lower for XbarPUF with XORing and column
swapping, although column swapping shows better resilience
to modeling attack than XORing. However, after we incor-

TABLE IV
R ESULTS FROM SVM ( WITH RBF K ERNEL ) BASED M ODELING ATTACK
XbarPUF
No XORing or column
swapping
XORing only
Column swapping only
Both column swapping
and XORing

Training accuracy (%)
99.8

Testing accuracy (%)
96.8

93.4
86
85.3

83.8
80.5
57.9

porate both of these two methods, modeling accuracy drops
significantly and is very close (≈49.5%) to a random binary
predictor of 50%. This shows the strength of the combined
XORing+column swapping operation with XbarPUF against a
robust classification algorithm.
The results from support vector machine (SVM) based
modeling attacks are shown in Table IV. SVM also achieves
very high accuracy for XbarPUF without any modification by
XORing or column swapping. The accuracy is comparable
to LR for basic XbarPUF. The main purpose of using SVM
in our experiment is to achieve improved modeling accuracy
when presented with a non-linear dataset. This is justified
by comparing results from Table III with Table IV, which
show SVM has higher accuracy when fed with a non-linearly
separable dataset, i.e. with an XbarPUF with XORing or
column swapping included. When both XORing and column
swapping are included, the accuracy is still very low for the
testing dataset. However, the training accuracy is much higher
than testing accuracy in this particular case and indicates the
presence of over-fitting. Since we desire a fair comparison
among all the entries of Table IV, we have used the same
configuration to generate all results despite any over-fitting.
The best modeling accuracy of only around 58% suggests
that XORing+column swapping is an effective circuit-level
improvement to mitigate this modeling attack.
Further demonstrations of the effect of increasing datapoints vs. the modeling accuracy for LR and SVM methods
are shown in Fig. 7 and 8 for the four versions of XbarPUF:
basic, with XORing only, with column swapping only and
with both XORing and column swapping included. For the
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TABLE V
P OWER ESTIMATION OF A H F Ox MEMRISTOR BASED X BAR PUF FROM
MATLAB AND CADENCE
Crossbar size
(chall×resp)
4×2
8×2
16×2
32×2

Average Power (mW)
(MATLAB)
0.25
0.51
0.98
2.07

Average Power (mW)
(Cadence Spectre)
0.26
0.61
1.01
2.22

LR method, increasing the data-points does not help much in
improving the accuracy of modeling for any of the XbarPUF
options with added non-linearity, as expected. This can be
verified from the near-zero slope of the plots in Fig. 7. If
we compare results of Table 1 from [16] for the LR method,
we can see tiny change in accuracy over a much larger change
in dataset size or in number of CRPs which further justifies
our result. On the other hand, modeling accuracy with SVM,
though small, increases linearly as the number of data-points
increases. Training time is also much smaller (especially with
LR) for simpler PUFs like XbarPUFs with higher prediction
accuracy. The same case is noticeable for arbiter PUFs in
[16]. Like arbiter PUF, XbarPUF also becomes more resilient
against modeling after XORing is introduced [16]. However,
both SVM and LR also fail to improve accuracy on the
last version of XbarPUF, the XbarPUF with XORing+column
swapping. With both algorithms, accuracy is near 50%, the
accuracy of a pure random guess for a balanced binary output.
Thus, it can be concluded that this method (XORing+column
swapping) is very robust against machine learning attacks.
We also have evaluated the approximate power consumption
for our XbarPUF to show its merit as a lightweight security
primitive. Due to the presence of a constant resistive path
from source to ground, the XbarPUF circuit has static power
consumption. This static power consumption includes power
from all the memristors and the CMOS transistors in series
with the crossbar columns’ current path. The peripheral digital
logic gates comprising of CMOS also exhibit dynamic power
dissipation. To verify the accuracy of our high-level XbarPUF
power estimation model, we have shown results for power
consumption estimation of HfOx memristor based XbarPUF
from both high-level (MATLAB) and transistor-level (Cadence
Spectre) simulations. Table V provides this result for four
different crossbar sizes. Although we get slightly lower values
from MATLAB since we have neglected dynamic power
dissipation of the peripheral digital logic circuitry, the overall
estimations are consistently close to Spectre results and follow
the same trend.
Table VI provides the static power consumption during three
different cycles of operation for a 32×2 XbarPUF for the three
different types of memristors mentioned in Table I. Although
the overall memristance is lower during both CHALLENGE
and READ phases, the power consumption is highest during
RESET since read voltage is almost half the write or reset
voltage. It is worth noting that the average power values of
Table V can be calculated from Table VI with the amount
of time spending in one cycle of operation in mind. Our
designed XbarPUF stays in RESET for half of the time of a

TABLE VI
P OWER C ONSUMPTION DURING DIFFERENT PHASES OF A 32×2
X BAR PUF
XbarPUF
Phase
RESET
CHALLENGE
READ

HfOx
(mW)
3.20
2.10
0.60

TiOx
(mW)
0.27
0.007
0.014

TaOx
(mW)
51.40
42.20
1.10

sampling cycle and very small time (≈8%) in CHALLENGE
phase and thus RESET and READ phase dominate the average
static power consumption. As the XbarPUF scales up and the
number of memristors increase, static power starts to dominate
the overall power consumption of the PUF circuit.
The power values in Table VI are calculated for the data
from Table I. As expected, power consumption is directly
dependent on the values of HRS and LRS and read-write
voltages which depend on the switching threshold voltages
of the memristors used. The reason behind a larger power
dissipation for the TaOx memristor based XbarPUF is due
to the fact that the TaOx memristors have much lower HRS
and LRS values than the other memristors considered. If
HRS and LRS are very low, the equivalent memristance of
a column drops and becomes comparable to the series PMOS
and NMOS channel resistances from the peripheral circuitry.
Thus, the MOSFETs also consume a good portion of the total
power in the circuit with TaOx devices. If an XbarPUF is
scaled up, the equivalent memristance drops further and thus
TaOx memristor XbarPUF may not be operational for a larger
number of rows, i.e. larger number of challenge bits. It is to be
noted that read-write voltages for HfOx memristors are 1.3V
and 0.6V, respectively, and 1.0V and 0.3V, respectively, for
the other two memristors. If all three memristor circuits use
the same read-write voltages, TaOx and TiO2 would have even
higher power consumption than those listed in Table VI.
We have already discussed the area of a XbarPUF in our
previous works [14], [15]. Memristors require effectively zero
area when compared against CMOS area. Specifically, with an
increasing number of CRPs, the area of a XbarPUF increases
linearly with a small slope while the area of a CMOS APUF
or other CMOS PUF increases exponentially. The XbarPUF
with XORing or column swapping requires slightly more area
than the basic XbarPUF because of increased number of logic
gates, but still requires much less area as compared to any
CMOS PUF.
Figure 9 shows the relation of static power consumption
with the number of crossbar rows and columns for a basic
XbarPUF. As expected, the power consumption increases
linearly with an increase in the number of response and
challenge bits. The XbarPUF with HfOx and TiOx memristors
have significantly less power consumption as compared to
TaOx because of their relatively higher value of LRS and
HRS. For the same reason their operating ranges in terms
of number of challenge bits are larger too. The power consumption for XbarPUF (not shown) with column swapping
would be slightly higher due to the series connection of the
two multiplexers in each column. For the XORed XbarPUF,
the power consumption would be double that of the basic
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Average power consumption(mW)

18
TaOx
HfOx
TiOx

16
14
12
10
8

for security is to provide lightweight security schemes. All of
these advantages notwithstanding, a crossbar array consisting
of many memristors can have significant power consumption
if the HRS and LRS of the memristors are too low. Thus, it is
important to choose the nanoelectronic devices carefully based
on their range of operations and specific applications.
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the XbarPUF.

XbarPUF, as the XORed version has half as many response
bits and such that the crossbar size is double for the same
number of response bits.
Major security metrics for a PUF include uniqueness, uniformity, reliability and bit-aliasing [32]. Although we have not
shown them here, we have evaluated and presented results for
these metrics in our previous works [14], [15]. Those results
show that the merit of PUFs built from emerging devices (e.g.
memristors) is on par with that of CMOS PUFs in terms of
security performance. Furthermore, the nanoelectronic security
primitives show improvements in terms of area and power
efficiency.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
The main focus of this work has been the evaluation of
the robustness of a memristive crossbar PUF against machine
learning based modeling attacks. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first demonstration that the basic XbarPUF is also
prone to these machine learning attacks. Unlimited access to a
PUF for a few seconds can potentially give away thousands of
CRPs to build an attack model. In addition to understanding
the vulnerability of the basic XbarPUF to machine learning,
we have also provided mitigation techniques (i.e. XORing and
column swapping) which dramatically reduce the accuracy of
the machine learning algorithms considered to the point of
essentially being equivalent to a random guess. However, in
our attack model, we have assumed that an adversary does not
have full knowledge as to which bits in a challenge set are used
as selectors for the mixing or swapping logic circuit blocks. It
is necessary to obfuscate those bits from the perspective of an
attacker. Thus, our immediate focus is to work on the attack
models and test strategies that work better with different types
of PUFs.
Using nanoelectronic devices such as memristors for a PUF
application has several potential advantages over traditional
PUF architectures. Specifically, because of their very high integration density, it is much more difficult to have a successful
probing attack on XbarPUFs or similar nanoelectronic PUFs.
Another important reason behind using nanoelectronic devices
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